Pandy's Meadowlands Selections for Friday, May 10

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.

Meadowlands Race Picks
by Bob Pandolfo

RACE 1
10 MARVALOUS ONE 8-5
3 ATTA BOY DAN 5-1
5 LINCOLN BOULEVARD 6-1
1 CLOUDBREAK 12-1

MARVALOUS ONE showed good early speed in last two starts; edge in amateur driver race...ATTA BOY DAN is better than last...LINCOLN BOULEVARD didn’t have the best trip in last...CLOUDBREAK has had some tough trips.

RACE 2
3 LETS RYDE GIRL 3-1
10 ROMA AMOR 7-2
6 OUR SHELL BELLE 5-1
1 BETTE TINA 6-1

LETS RYDE GIRL gets good spot and was in with better fields in her last two starts over this track...ROMA AMOR finished with solid pace from a tough spot in last and can leave...OUR SHELL BELLE comes out of a quick mile...BETTE TINA had a tough trip in last, held okay.

RACE 3
2 GRACEFUL DESIGN 2-1
9 SISTER MARY MAUDE 5-2
7 THE ROXBURY 3-1
8 WOMAN OF PASSION 5-1

GRACEFUL DESIGN broke in her last two starts last year but shows two good qualifiers for a good layoff barn...SISTER MARY MAUDE qualified well over the track then was a beaten favorite at Yonkers; fits well here...THE ROXBURY raced once over this track and won a minor stakes race; qualifiers don’t look that great but she has to be considered here...WOMAN OF PASSION changes hands and gets a key driver change to Dunn for her 3yo debut.

RACE 4
7 MCCLINCHIE N 4-1
4 LINDY THE BRAVE 4-1
10 HEARETLANEDBANYDSBRO 4-1
5 TEXAS MIKI 5-1

RACE 5
5 MARTY MONKHOUSE A 5-2
8 FINAL JUSTICE 5-2
7 YAYAS HOT SPOT N 9-2
2 KISSBYTHEBEACHES 8-1
RACE 6
8 NUMBER CRUNCHER** 8-5
4 COURTSHIP 2-1
5 STEELY KNIFE 7-2
6 ROCK THE CAPTAIN N 6-1

NUMBER CRUNCHER had post 10 in his 3yo return and rallied in .26 flat to lose by only two lengths...COURTSHIP was 3/5 in his 3yo return, set the pace and tired but he could benefit from that start...STEELY KNIFE ships back in for Burke and fits well here...ROCK THE CAPTAIN could be tighter second off the bench.

RACE 7
7 CONCUR 6-5
5 ROSE RUN URIAH 4-1
8 ITS ROCKIN RANDY 9-2
4 PHOTOBOMBR HANOVER 6-1

CONCUR takes a key drop...ROSE RUN URIAH has had some hard-used trips in Ohio lately; picks up Dunn...ITS ROCKIN RANDY is in good form...PHOTOBOMBR HANOVER best needed.

RACE 8
5 CHAPERCRAZ 8-5
6 STABLE GENIUS 5-2
7 INTERVIEW FRA A 7-2
4 SEA CAN 4-1

CHAPERCRAZ has been racing well against the sharp Lexus Kody....STABLE GENIUS also drops down...INTERVIEW FRA A is still in form and fits well here...SEA CAN ships in sharp for Burke.

RACE 9
6 MY WISH CAME TRUE 7-2
4 WARRAWEE YANKEE 4-1
1 FERDINAND A 4-1
2 LOVETHewayYOUlIE 4-1

RACE 10
8 MAD MAX HANOVER 2-1
3 CAVEman A 3-1
2 FULSOME 4-1
5 REVOLVER N 6-1

MAD MAX HANOVER showed improvement in his fourth start of the year...CAVEman A gets a better spot...FULSOME ships in from Yonkers and drops...REVOLVER N was in tight quarters in last.

RACE 11
4 THRESHOLD 7-2
6 ALWAYS B BILLY 4-1
8 MISTER SPOT A 4-1
7 PASSA-GRILLE BEACH 7-1

RACE 12
3 FADE OUT 3-1
2 ANNA’S WISH 7-2
1 PATTYCAKE MOSS 4-1
4 DONTKARENIFIED 6-1
RACE 13
6 PURPLE LORD 8-1
9 WILD TICKET 2-1
7 SMART SCHOONER 2-1
4 HILLOOKIN 9-1

RACE 14
5 TWO FOR TRIPPING 5-2
9 ROCKABILLY CHARM 3-1
6 DESIRE’S CAPTAIN 4-1
1 COIN FLIP 4-1

BEST BETS: NUMBER CRUNCHER 6th Race